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QUESTION: 85 
Which of the following is required to ensure that the Service Tools interface to iSeries 
Navigator is available? 

A. Start the service tools server (STRTCPSVR *SVCTOOLS). 
B. Go into SST and create a user profile for service tools. 
C. Use ADDSRVTBLE to add the port number for Service Tools, restart TCP/IP. 
D. Use ADDSRVTBLE to add the port number for Service Tools, Start the service tools 
server (STRTCPSVR *SVCTOOLS). 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 86 
Using OS/400 V5R2, which of the following LPAR functions is only available via the 
"green screen" Service Tools interface? 

A. Move an I/O Processor 
B. Enable High Speed Link (HSL) Opticonnect 
C. Print the partition configuration information 
D. Display System Reference Code history for secondary partitions 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 87
 
Which of the following LPAR capabilities was introduced in OS/400 V5R2?
 

A. A maximum of 32 partitions are supported per processor. 
B. The ability to save partition configuration information. 
C. A minimum of .01 of a processor can be used as a partition. 
D. The ability to dynamically switch IOA devices between partitions. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 88 
A customer with an existing LPAR system wants to convert a FC #5065 expansion tower 
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to a FC #5074 expansion tower. How will this conversion affect the LPAR configuration? 

A. New SPCN features must be installed. 
B. HSL-2 cables are required for conversion. 
C. Bus numbers change and must be reassigned. 
D. Load source disk units inside the tower retain their assignment. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 89 
In planning V5R1 or higher system recovery from the primary partition, which of the 
following LPAR management functions requires use of the "green-screen" interface? 

A. Deleting a logical partition 
B. Enabling Virtual OptiConnect communication 
C. Recovering logical partition configuration data 
D. Preventing a secondary logical partition from restarting during a system restart 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 90 
What is the minimum requirement to enable IBM Service Director to automatically report 
hardware and software problems to IBM via the Electronic Customer Support connection 
for all of the active OS/400 partitions on a system? 

A. ECS line provided in each partition 
Service Director enabled in each partition 
B. ECS line provided in each partition 
Service Director enabled in primary partition only 
C. ECS line in primary partition only 
Service Director enabled in the primary partition only 
D. ECS line provided in the primary partition only 
Service Director enabled in each partition 

Answer: A 
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QUESTION: 91 
Which of the following applies when adding a thin managing partition to an existing 
LPAR system? 

A. The new primary partition makes all resources unallocated. 
B. Secondary partition definitions are retained with resource allocation. 
C. A thin primary can be added without the need for a scratch reload of the original 
primary partition. 
D. The partition definition for the current primary automatically migrates to the new 
primary partition. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 92 
A 7xx partitioned system was upgraded to an 8xx. During the initial IPL there is an LPAR 
configuration error report screen. What must be done to correct this error? 

A. The LPAR configuration will be corrected when all secondary partitions have IPLed 
B. The LPAR configuration has become corrupted - Reload the primary partition from 
backup. 
C. IPL the primary partition of the 8xx system from the 'A' side of Licensed Internal Code. 
D. On the Work with Partitions - Recover Configuration menu, use option 3 - clear non-
configured disk unit configuration data 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 93 
A customer has upgraded a 4-way i820 utilizing LPAR from V4R5 to V5R1 in all 
partitions. What must be done before partial processor support can be utilized in all 
partitions? 

A. In SST, enable partial processor support in the primary partition, and IPL. 
B. Use iSeries Navigator to delete and recreate partitions to take advantage of the new 
function. 
C. Use iSeries Navigator to assign processors to a shared pool, then reassign the 
processing resources and IPL. 
D. Manual IPL to DST in the primary partition and from the Processor Menu, select the 
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Enable Shared Processor Support option. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 94 
How can the movement of memory between OS/400 partitions be automated? 

A. Use the QZLPRAPR API in a scheduled job. 
B. Utilize the partition movement options of the Advanced Job Scheduler. 
C. Use the Schedule button on the Move memory screen in iSeries Navigator. 
D. Set up the memory move time in system resource allocation of each partition. 

Answer: C 
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